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Among all the pressing questions of 
the pandemic is the big one: what can 
we do now to give ourselves a better 
future?

Victoria lawyer Heather Fisher thinks 
she might have one simple answer to 
that question – we can plan.

As a wills and estates lawyer, Heather 
says that clients generally come 
to her with the goal of giving their 
children and grandchildren a good 
life. But with COVID-19 making the 
world even more unpredictable, she 
has been encouraging clients with 
sizeable estates to also think about 
the world their families will inherit.

Heather has always encouraged 
clients to consider leaving legacies 
to causes and organizations that 
enriched their lives, whether that 
means leaving land for an animal 
sanctuary or making a bequest that 
funds scholarships.

“I suggest that particularly if they 
helped out an organization while they 
were alive,” she says, adding that 

losing subscribers and annual donors 
can be hard on any group.

But what was once just good, general 
advice has taken on a new urgency 
with a novel virus in the air.

Heather, a partner at Horne Coupar 
LLP, points out that there can 
be significant tax advantages to 
charitable giving, which can reduce 
taxes for donors and their estates. 
As a former musician in the Victoria 
Symphony, she knows firsthand 
the impact a legacy can have on the 
long-term stability of arts groups – 
even when there are no pandemics 
preventing performances.

Some arts groups have managed to 
scale down their work and deliver 
chamber versions of their shows. 
Some perform online. But for many 
of the big, spectacular performing 
arts, such as opera, symphony, and 
classical ballet, digital is just a stopgap 
solution that is a shadow of a live 
performance.

“I’m really worried about the 
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Pacific Opera Victoria 
Foundation establishes 
New Named Fund
A $400,000 bequest from the estate of arts lover 
and philanthropist Lois Voigt-Stockey is being used 
to establish an endowed fund to support young 
artists at Pacific Opera.

The Charles Stockey and Lois Voigt-Stocky Fund for 
Young Artists has been established with a bequest 
from Lois Voigt-Stockey to support Pacific Opera 
Victoria’s programs for young and emerging artists.

Lois and Charles loved the arts, music in particular, 
and believed in philanthropy. They had a passion 
for nurturing young talent and held many music 
recitals for young musicians in their home.

The fund is expected to grow significantly with 
another gift from this estate and matching funds 
from Canadian Heritage. Disbursements from this 
fund will be made annually to support programs for 
young artists. 

To set up a named fund to benefit Pacific Opera 
Victoria, please contact Director of Development 
Yvette Guigueno at 250.382.1641 or 
yvette@pacificopera.ca

New  A T  T H E  P A C I F I C  O P E R A  V I C T O R I A  F O U N D A T I O N

C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  F I R S T  P A G E

performing arts,” says Heather, who spent much 
of her more than 20-year career as a bassoonist 
playing for symphonies, even after she was called to 
the bar in 2002.

“Government grants are in place, but they come 
and go. Bequests can make a major difference in 
whether arts groups can weather something like 
this.”

Heather also echoes a widespread concern in the 
performing arts: what if audiences get into the habit 
of staying home and watching everything on their 
screens?

She doubts that will happen in a place like Victoria, 
which has devoted audiences and donors. But 
as planning is her business, she thinks that it’s 
also worth considering a plan to help cultural 
institutions survive the pandemic.

“If we don’t support arts like opera and symphony 
now, how they continue may change drastically.”

Pop Up Opera singers, Anna Shill and Ai Horton. 
Works Photography.



Citizen Artist Program
Simran Claire is one of four young professional 
opera singers engaged in an eight-week paid 
residency offered virtually. In addition to music 
and theatre coaching on repertoire preparation, 
language, lyric diction, song coaching, body 
mapping, Alexander Technique, and more, the 
resident artists receive career coaching as well 
as focused training on building cultural capacity, 
observing Indigenous protocols, and celebraiting 
world views.

This fall, the Citizen Artists are mentored by 
Juno nominated soprano Miriam Khalil as they 
each create a music video using song, story and 
images. The video will be professionally edited and 
produced and shared online by Pacific Opera.

What excites you about this program?
It is so rare for opera singers to be asked to 
create something from scratch, let alone for that 
something to be as personal a project as this. My 
project is a video that explores my identity as a 
Punjabi-Canadian through the rearrangement of 
Schumann’s Frauenliebe und Leben to tell the story 
of my grandmother’s life. It was inspired by Miriam 
Khalil’s amazing video Songs my Parents taught me, 
which was recently released by Pacific Opera as a 
part of #MusicAlive. 

How will this program help you in your 
career?
This program is helping me grow into my artistic 
voice. At school, we are taught how to use our 
instruments and build a technique. I want to learn 
who I am as an artist, what I have to say, and why 
I sing in the first place. This program has given me 
the space and mentorship I need to hone my inner 
artist, and that is invaluable.

Tell us about your work in the 
production of The Flight of the 
Hummingbird.
I was an understudy for the role of Bunny/ Crow 
1, and would commute across town between UBC 

classes to observe staging rehearsals at Vancouver 
Opera. Unfortunately, my amazing colleague
Rebecca injured her foot and could not play the 
role for the preview performance. I was asked to 
jump in cold – as the understudy I had coached the 
music only once and had only ever watched the 
staging. I had never been on the set before, and 
now I had to perform for the heads of Pacific Opera 
and Vancouver Opera. I was so afraid!! It was such a 
nerve-racking moment, one I wasn’t sure I was ready 
for, but one that ended up going wonderfully. That 
experience was such a turning point for me. After it 
was done, I knew that I could rise to any challenge. I 
ended up performing the role about 15 more times 
over the course of the tour.

How has COVID-19 impacted you as an 
artist?
Of course, the pandemic has hit the opera market 
hard. No gathering means no live audiences 
which means no productions. Our contracts were 
cancelled, and many of us were not eligible for 
government benefits. It’s been scary.

Is there anything you’d like to share 
about working with Pacific Opera?
Just that I feel so fortunate to be working with such 
a conscientious, forward-thinking and supportive 
company. It’s the BEST.

Interview  W I T H  A N  A R T I S T

The Flight of the Hummingbird, 2020. Jan van der 
Hooft, Evan Korbut, Sara Schabas, Simran Claire. 
Photo by Tim Matheson. 



Members

If you would like information about becoming a 
Bravo Society member or including Pacific Opera 
in your will and estate planning, please contact 
Director of Development Yvette Guigueno at 
250.382.1641 or yvette@pacificopera.ca
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• The estates of Eric & Shirley Charman 
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• Heather Fisher 
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• Dr. Mary Kennedy 
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• Diane Kettner 

• Penelope A. Kingham 
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• John Kuyten 
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• Robin J. Miller 

• Ruth Miller 

• Robert G. Milne 

• Michael Morres 

• Gary & Doreen Moser 

• Aldo Nazarko 

• Mrs. Jeanne Padmore 

• Gail & John Pearce 

• Richard & Della Pears 

• Diane Perry 

• Helen Pletsch 

• Raymond Protti 

• Heather Raven 

• Sylvia Rickard 

• Ian Rye & Melina Boucher 

• Mikki Richards 

• Christine Seaville 

• Mrs. Cora Shaw 

• Mrs. Rosemary Short 

• Canon & Mrs. S.R. Sinclair 

• Arlene Skerrett 

• Jill Stainforth 

• Robert Sterling and Willian W. McNeill 

• Ruth & Gerhard Suter 

• Peter Symcox 

• Joanna Verano & Eduardo Hermosa 

• James Vitti 

• Kate and Daniel von Känel 

• Kaaren E. Wallis 

• Donovan & the late Maryla Waters 

• Herbert Weil 

• Deborah Wickins 

• Joan Wiggins & Graham Lamb 

• Lydia Wingate 

• Deborah & Derek Wolstenholme

Bravo Society
The Bravo Society was established to 
honour and recognize the generosity 
and vision of those individuals who 
have left a charitable gift to Pacific 
Opera in their wills or estate plans.

CONSIDER JOINING THIS FORWARD THINKING GROUP OF BRAVO SOCIETY MEMBERS

WE GRATEFULLY RECOGNIZE THE SUPPORT & GENEROSITY OF THOSE WHOSE BEQUESTS WERE REALIZED RECENTLY.

• Anonymous 
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• Thomas Mayne 
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